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Digital Marketing Leads the Way for Expected Marketing Staffing Increases  

October 17, 2022, Needham, MA – Over the last two years, marketing units helped fill the 
communication gap created by the pandemic and the elimination of in-person meetings, resulting in 
a greater reliance on marketing within asset management firms. Indicative of this, in 2022, a higher 
percentage of firms relative to the previous five years plan to increase staff in seven functional areas 
over the next 12 months, according to the latest findings from FUSE Research Network’s recently 
published Marketing 2022: Optimizing Marketing Strategies. 

Projected Marketing Staffing Changes Over the Next 12 Months 

Consistent with the previous four years, the largest percentage of firms (46%) plan to hire for digital 
marketing roles over the next 12 months, while an additional 40% of firms plan to hire for digital 
analytics roles. A large proportion of firms (45%) plan to hire more product marketers, as well as 
channel marketers (36%). Fulfillment is the only area to be targeted for staff reductions, a trend that 
has been ongoing for many years. 

“More dependency on marketing has led to advancements in digital marketing capabilities and 
analytics, increasing marketing’s influence within most organizations,” says Michael Evans, Director of 
BenchMark Research at FUSE Research. “However, hiring plans have always exceeded hiring results. 
Intentions to grow marketing staffing could be curtailed by multiple factors, notably the competition 
for select talent, as well as declining revenues amid rising interest rates and higher market volatility. 
Asset managers able to address these challenges to building resources will help ensure marketing’s 
ability to further expand and evolve.”



FUSE’s Marketing 2022: Optimizing Marketing Strategies BenchMark study provides an in-depth look 
at marketing organizational trends, headcount, resource allocation, budgets, compensation, the 
impact of digital media, value-add programs and the overall effectiveness and influence of the 
marketing department. The study is organized by firm assets under management to enable users to 
compare how their organization stacks up against others of similar size in addition to the overall 
industry. We compare our latest data findings to the averages over prior surveys from 2017 through 
2021 to identify trends impacting marketing and help forecast the direction asset managers need to 
take to remain competitive. 

For details about obtaining a copy of Marketing 2022: Optimizing Marketing Strategies, please email 
Jason Heinhorst at jheinhorst@fuse-research.com or call (720) 221-5223.  

About FUSE Research Network LLC

FUSE was launched in 2008 with the view that research and consulting support for asset managers 
has failed to evolve with the changing needs of the client. The future competitive environment will 
demand that clients make important business decisions within shorter and shorter timeframes.  

To support clients in this setting, FUSE provides a dynamic research platform that covers our clients’ 
current and future decision areas (strategic and tactical). Our goal is to become an invaluable 
business partner through the delivery of highly informed and forward-looking recommendations that 
are among the critical inputs our clients need to optimize results. 


